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3D IC chip stacking technology, which is a technology to vertically stack multiple IC chips such as CMOS, MEMS and power IC chips, is
expected to be one of future electronic device integration technologies, because integration along the additional vertical dimension affords
efficient use of space and innovation of system architecture. We developed fundamental technology of high density integration for 3D IC
chip stacking. To accelerate industrial applications of this technology, a mass-production process was developed in collaboration with a
manufacturing equipment company.
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IC technologies, and the attempt to increase the integration
density seemed to face the limit. The three-dimensional
IC chip stacking technology whereby the IC devices are
stacked vertically and packaged is one of the solutions,
and expectation for it is rising recently as a technology for
semiconductor device stacking that enables the increase of
integration density for semiconductor ICs. Therefore, we
established the fundamental technology for high-density
high-integration electronic hardware construction required
for 3D IC chip stacking, and we are working on the R&D of
the application phase to create the flow of application system
development, while engaging in technical support of massproduction technology that, in practice, should be undertaken
by leading companies.

1 Introduction
The electronic devices that evolved using semiconductor
integration devices as core parts were commercialized for
use in industrial devices, home electronic devices, and
personal mobile electronic devices, through continuous
technological development for increased performances
such as achievement of small-size packaging, high-density
integration, and low power consumption. They have spread
throughout businesses, households, and on a personal level,
and dramatic increase in the number of products was seen
worldwide. By the end of 2014, the diffusion rate exceeded
100 %, where the number of mobile phone holders became
larger than the number of the world population.[1]
The innovation that should be brought to attention in
the histor y of semiconductor integrated device is the
achievement of tolerance to large manufacturing variation
in the property of elements. Wide margin of operability was
obtained compared to other device structures through the
employment of complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) transistor device structure, where the n-channel and
p-channel MOS transistors are paired together. This enabled
the realization of an integrated circuit (IC) with over one
billion transistors integrated on a chip.[2]

2 Advancement of electronic hardware system
integration technology by 3D IC chip stacking
and the goal of this research
First, we shall review the recent development trends of the
electronic hardware system integration technology that
advanced the manufacturing technology in response to the
demand for high density and high integration to enhance the
system performance. The system integration method called
the system in package (SIP)Term 1 is gaining attention, where
several IC chips are stacked in a semiconductor IC package
to integrate them into a certain size electronic system.
This method enables stacking in the vertical direction
that is different from the planar integration technology of

On the other hand, various limiting factors such as the
size reduction limit of microfabrication and increased
manufacturing costs became apparent for the semiconductor
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the ordinary semiconductor IC.[3] The R&D for the SIP
method has been conducted actively at a practical level for
downsizing, speed increase, and low power consumption
in mobile electronic devices, and the method has been
incorporated into actual products. SIP is one of system
integration technologies called “more than Moore” to achieve
integration in the vertical direction that is on a different
dimension from Moore’s Law that presents the proportional
reduction of device size. It is thought to be complementary
with the system integration method called the system on
chip (SOC)Term 2 where a certain size electronic system is
embedded on an IC chip. However, the interconnections
between the IC chips are done with relatively long wires
including bonding wires and internal wiring in a package,
and such structure is not suitable for high-speed or highfrequency operation. On the other hand, the 3D IC chip
stacking technology, which is the technology to vertically
stack multiple IC chips by forming micro-bump joints
and through-Si-via (TSV) Ter m 3 electrodes penetrate the
substrate of the IC chip from surface to the back side, is
highly expected as the technology that can achieve diverse
high performances such as downsizing, high density, high
speed, high performance, and low power consumption in
electronic hardware.[4]-[6] It should be noted that the 3D IC
chip stacking can respond to high-density integration of IC
devices using different substrate materials and processes for
which realization is difficult by SOC method. By extending
the wiring space in the hardware from 2D to 3D, there is
possibility for major changes in the configuration of the
circuit and the system.

necessary to develop a prototyping technology of the 3D
IC chip stacking system. By developing innovative circuit
and system technology that thoroughly utilizes the merits of
3D IC chip stacking, it becomes possible to send out a nextgeneration hardware system integration technology into
society.
Because the R&D items required for the realization of 3D
IC chip stacking system spread across extremely diverse
and multifarious technological fields, not all can be covered
within the limited research resource at AIST. Therefore, we
followed a scenario of engaging primarily in the technical
issues in which the companies have fallen behind, yet are
very important and very urgent, and we have engaged in the
R&D for establishing fundamental technology for 15 years.
Figure 1 shows the progress so far of the electronic hardware
system integration technology. First, the SOC technology
that enables achievement of a high-performance system
is a technology for integrating several circuit blocks that
configure a certain size electronic system onto a large-scale IC
chip. Compared to conventional large-scale IC development
and manufacturing, the cost increases significantly due
to the longer time required for SOC development and
manufacturing. SOC commercial products will be hard
to realize unless there is an IC chip that can be utilized in
several commercial system products through a generalpurpose circuit design and for which large-scale production
over several million units is possible (such as in highfunctional general-purpose CPUsTerm 4 and general-purpose
image processors). Second, the SIP technology that allows
compact integration of multiple IC chips is a technology
to integrate multiple IC chips corresponding to the circuit
block that configures the system into one package, and it is
widely used as it allows significant reduction of development

To realize a specific high-performance electronic device
where the 3D IC chip stacking technology is applied at
system level as a fundamental technology for high-density
high-integration electronic hardware configuration, it is
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Fig. 1 Progress of electronic hardware system integration technology
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and manufacturing costs in the consumer application fields
that do not demand much high performance. Third, the 3D
IC chip stacking technology, which uses TSVs and bump
joints and is also called the ultimate SIP technology, is a
technology that allows performance equivalent to SOC or
even surpassing SOC by adopting a novel system architecture
utilizing 3D wiring topology. There is a possibility for the
significant reduction of its development and manufacture
costs compared to SOC.[7] Against the sharp increase of cost
for achieving nano-size device structure expected for nextgeneration nodes, improvement of the integration level while
keeping down the total cost through 3D stacking is expected.

using the optoelectronic packaging technology and silicon
photonicsTerm 6 technology are suitable for the construction of
high end systems such as core networks and supercomputers
that demand maximum level performance.

The merit for using the 3D IC chip stacking technology
in digital systems is that increased system processing
performance can be expected by employing the parallel
processing architecture by multi-layering the functional
circuit blocks such as the multi-core architecture.[8] To
achieve this concept, the impor tant key subject is to
significantly raise the data communication capacity between
the processing blocks. From this perspective, Fig. 2 shows the
categorization of the IC chip stacking technology according
to the signal transmission method between the chips
embedded with processing IP Term 5 blocks (called IP chips)
that conducts various arithmetic logic processing. The chip
stacking method by thin IC package stacking is appropriate
for the construction of a general-purpose small system with
emphasis on low cost. On the other hand, the chip stacking
method by wireless connection using capacitive, inductive, or
electromagnetic coupling is suitable for the construction of a
robust system that requires high-speed transmission and high
reliability due to avoiding physical connection. Also, the chip
stacking method by a through Si via (TSV) that penetrates
the substrate of the IC chip is suitable for the construction
of high-performance low-cost systems using several TSVs.
The chip stacking methods by optical waveguide connection

3 Manufacturing process for the 3D IC chip
stacking and preparation of the total design
environment

IP chip

In this research, the final outcome is set as the preparation
of the R&D environment for design, prototyping, and
evaluation of the practical hardware system using the 3D IC
chip stacking technology, that are necessary to widely diffuse
into society, as well as the verification of typical prototype
application system that takes advantage of the 3D IC chip
stacking.

3.1 Elemental technologies for the manufacturing
process of the 3D IC chip stacking
Since the corporate R&D engineers pay attention to the
new method as a way to increase the degree of integration
in semiconductor devices, engaging in the development of
3D IC chip stacking process at the wafer level, even in the
R&D phase, would be the general approach, assuming the
progression to the mass production process.[9]-[15] However,
though it may seem to be a long route to take, AIST has
engaged in the R&D aiming for the construction of a highly
efficient rapid prototyping environment, and concentrating
on the 3D IC chip stacking process at chip level that enables
manufacturing at high yield and short production time using
the low-cost process devices. Particularly, the 3D IC stacking
and packaging process at chip level is highly compatible
with the minimal fabTerm 7 concept proposed by AIST as a
semiconductor device manufacturing system using small 0.5inch size Si wafers, and we shall emphasize the possibility
of constructing a minimal 3D stacking process line that
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includes all manufacturing processes from semiconductor IC
device manufacture to stacking and packaging.[16]

holes are filled with metal by an electroplating process after
forming barrier and insulating layers on the wall of the
via holes by the CVD method, the electrodes are exposed
on the surface by a smoothing technique such as the CMP
method, and further thinning is done from the back side by
grinding, CMP, and RIE methods to expose the electrodes
at the bottom of the via holes to form completely penetrating
electrodes.

In the general 3D IC stacking manufacturing process, the
process f low is as follows: the deep embedded through
Si substrate via electrodes are formed from the surface
toward the back side after a regular CMOS semiconductor
manufacturing process, the silicon substrate is thinned from
the back side to expose the bottom of the via hole electrodes,
wiring is formed on the back side, the metal micro-bumps are
formed on the wiring using soldering material, and the bump
joints are formed between the stacked devices using highprecision bonding technology. In this manufacturing process
flow, the process of forming the through-silicon-via (TSV)
electrode that penetrates the silicon substrate is the core
process from the points of difficulty and cost. Specifically,
as shown in Fig. 3, it is a series of processes where the deep
through via holes are etched by the Bosch method from
the surface to the back side of the silicon substrate, the via

Figure 4 lists the development items of the fundamental
technologies (process and evaluation) of the 3D IC chip
stacking system integration that were developed at AIST. The
specific items include the following. Elemental technologies
for chip stacking process are the following: low-volume, lowresistance, and low internal stress TSV structure using low-k
organic insulator;[17] micro-pitch, high-density, and micro-bump
connection formed by a thermo-compression method using
cone-shaped micro-bumps;[18]-[20] electroless plating connection
for power source pads where the power source pad electrodes

（5）
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TSV Cu seed layer formation

（6）

（2）
TSV Si deep reactive ion etching
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Fig. 3 Process flow for manufacturing the TSV
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Fig. 4 Fundamental technologies for the 3D IC chip stacking system integration
(stacking process and evaluation test)
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are connected by direct Ni-B and Au electroless plating after
chip stacking;[21][22] interposer with passive components where
the thin film capacitors or the chip capacitors are embedded
in the substrate;[23][24] and others. Evaluation and inspection
technologies are as follows: evaluation of electrical property
in local fine structures using high-speed sharp step signals
with 10-ps rising time;[25] evaluation of 20 Gbps high-speed
digital signal transmission;[26] evaluation of power supply
wiring impedance using impedance analyzer for 10 Hz - 40
GHz super-wide bandwidth;[27] inspection of good chips where
electrical testing can be done at chip level using the membrane
fine pitch contact probe;[28] boundary scan embedded test circuit
where total electrical connection test of fine interconnects can
be conducted after stacking;[29] high-speed inspection of coneshape micro-bumps where wafer level shape optical inspection
can be conducted by laser illumination and high-speed highresolution image sensors;[30] and others.

of the TSV structure with parylene sidewall insulating layer,
where the uniform parylene thin film was formed using
low-temperature CVD method. Figure 6 shows the crosssectional SEM photograph after the formation of a parylene
sidewall insulating layer in the TSV manufacturing process.
Compared to the sidewall insulating layer made of inorganic
insulating materials such as SiO2 or SiNx, good coverage with
uniform and thick parylene film can be achieved. Figure 7
shows the cross-sectional SEM photograph after parylene
sidewall insulating layer formation and Cu plating in the
TSV manufacturing process. The filling of TSV holes with
Cu metal can be done by the Cu electroplating method. For
suppressing the internal stress produced around the sidewall
insulating layer due to the different thermal expansion
coefficient of Cu and Si, the internal stress relaxation in the
Si substrate can be achieved due to the elastic deformation of
the parylene film.

As an example of the development of a low-volume, lowresistance, and low inter nal stress TSV str ucture, we
describe the development of a TSV structure using the
parylene organic resin as the insulating layer of the TSV
sidewall.[17] Figure 5 shows the manufacturing process flow

Next, as an example of the development of fine-pitch highdensity micro-bump interconnections, we describe coneshaped micro -bu mp intercon nections for med by the
nanoparticle deposition (NPD) method.[19] Figure 8 shows the
SEM observation photograph of the cone-shaped gold (Au)
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micro-bump array formed by the nanoparticle deposition
method, where the Au nanoparticles are produced in the He
gas atmosphere by an evaporating method, and the deposition
is done by ejecting the He gas with the Au nanoparticles
through a small bore nozzle. The cone-shaped micro-bumps
have a diameter of 10 μm and a height of 12 μm, and are
arranged in a 100 × 100 (10,000 bumps) array at a pitch of
20 μm. The cone-shaped Au bumps are formed with a selfassembly manner in a hole structure, as the film is formed
as the substrate is scanned while the Au nanoparticles are
sprayed from small bore nozzles, after the round hole photo
resist mask is formed on the substrate, and at the same time,
a peak structure grows at the upper end edge of the mask
hole. Figure 9 shows the cross-sectional SEM photograph
of one cone-shaped bump interconnection structure formed
by the thermal compression method using a cone-shaped Au
bump. By a thermo-compression process at temperature of
200 ºC, the bump height is compressed 44 % from 12.6 μm
to 7.1 μm, and the 8.6 mΩ low-resistance connection can be
achieved. The compression level can be controlled by the
applied pressure.
By constructing the 3D IC chip stacking process environment
at chip level, it is possible to meet the demand for rapid
prototyping in the R&D phase. Also, through the construction

×50

Fig. 8 SEM photograph of the 10,000 (100 x 100) coneshaped Au micro-bump array (partially enlarged x50)
(Diameter: 10 μm, height: 12 μm, pitch: 20 μm)

Silicon substrate

7.1 µm

Cone-shaped
Au bump
Ti-Au electrode

Silicon substrate
4.0 (µm)

Fig. 9 Cross-sectional SEM photograph of the single
cone-shaped bump connection structure

of the multi-physics design and analysis environment, we are
organizing the integrated analysis environment for multiple
CAD tools where the electric, thermal, and mechanical
properties can be comprehensively designed and analyzed
in an integrated manner, as well as a seamless design
environment where the design data can be handed over
efficiently from upstream to downstream, or from IC device
design to total system design. This will enable total integrated
design in the final practical phase.
From the above development scenar io, by using the
physical hardware integration environment for the 3D IC
chip stacking, we believe we can contribute to creating
circuit and architecture technology with a completely new
concept that cannot be realized with the conventional 2D IC.
Specifically, by utilizing over 1,000 multi-channel electric
connections among the stacked devices, we aim to produce a
new system function that utilizes the high-capacity interface
communication among the stacks.
3.2 Integration method in the 3D IC chip stacking
system
In the design phase of the 3D IC chip stacking system, it is
necessary to design a large-scale integrated circuit based on
the 3D IC stack standard cell library that is the basic unit of
design containing fine components (TSV electrode, metal
micro-bump interconnection, inter-stack resin interfill,
heat dissipation layer, etc.) with greatly varying properties
(electric, thermal, mechanical, etc.). Therefore, it is necessary
to design and make a prototype for the evaluation TEGTerm 8
device in varying designs with different design parameters,
for the standard cells used as basic component units needed
for design. Then, by comprehensively conducting property
evaluations for electric, thermal, and mechanical properties,
the 3D IC stacking design tool kit is prepared including a
design guideline and design rules, not just the layout design
library of the standard cells. By preparing the design tool
kits through a series of tasks for design, prototyping, and
evaluation using TEG or prototype devices repeated several
times, we aim to achieve the matured level that ultimately
enables design, prototyping, and evaluation of the practical
system.
As an example of development of the IC design technology
that coordinates electrical and thermal properties, we
describe the development of an IC design flow constructed
by introducing an IC thermal analysis software, based on
the existing IC design tool.[31] Figure 10 shows the process
f low of the IC thermal analysis in the electrothermal IC
design. First, the conventional logic IC design tool is used
for logic design simulation and circuit placement and
wiring, and valuation is done by calculating the values of the
average power consumption at a standard cell unit that is the
basic unit of IC design, and then by allotting the values of
consumed power to all transistors arranged in the cell. Based
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on the layout design data with allotted power consumption
values, IC thermal analysis simulation is conducted using
the transistor level thermal analysis software[32] that has been
originally developed to enable efficient calculation. Figure 11
shows the flow of the thermally aware layout design data in
electrothermal IC design using several design tools.

device may be prototyped at one-tenth the required cost. We
decided to conduct the R&D that assumes device prototyping
using such a shuttle service.
For the IC device design, it is necessary to prepare a largescale IC design CAD environment to conduct design
independently, and that requires hundreds of millions of yen,
and this cannot be undertaken easily by a laboratory. Authors
Aoyagi and Nakagawa had used the CAD tool of Mentor
Graphics Inc. 20 years ago to design the superconductor
integrated circuit, but had to give up maintaining the tool
environment since they were unable to pay the expensive
licensing cost.

4 Verification R&D by design, prototyping, and
evaluation using the TEG device for evaluation
The design and prototyping of evaluation TEG device will
require funds in the hundred million yen range if conducted
at wafer level, and this is not of the budget level of a research
institute. On the other hand, using the shuttle service of the
CMOS foundry where the design and prototyping of the
CMOS semiconductor IC device at wafer level are conducted
as shared multiple chip prototyping, the evaluation TEG

For the design, we decided to request cooperation of a fabless
company that possessed a design environment and took
design subcontracts. We searched for candidate companies,
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and had a chance to meet Tops System Corporation that was
established in our hometown Tsukuba in 1999.

bus bi-directional communication interface specification for
stacked chips, where 1,600 10 μm diameter TSVs at 50 μm
pitch were formed at the center of thin IC chips with 50 μm
thickness, and eight layer chip stacking interconnected by
micro-bumps is assured as maximum level.

In August 2007, the engineers of Tops System Corporation
visited AIST to present the technologies for heterogeneous
multi-core architecture TOPSTREAM that Tops System
originally developed. We recognized the possibility that
this may realize a new system design technology as the
architecture was highly compatible with the 3D IC chip
stacking system, and decided to collaborate.[33]

With the result of the conceptual investigation of the 3D
IC stacking architecture including the stacking interface
standard Cool Interconnect, we proposed a joint R&D project
with Tops System Corporation for the R&D program of
Innovative Energy-Saving Technology, New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO)
in May 2009. Fortunately, our proposal was selected, and
through this NEDO R&D project, we were able to engage in
the verification research of the 3D IC stacking architecture
including the design and prototyping of the IC device. In this
project, innovative energy-saving device technology that
can achieve significant energy saving of the high-resolution
image processing system through 3D IC stacking with
heterogeneous multi-core architecture was developed. Figure
13 shows the concept on energy-saving in the 3D IC stacking
system design using the Cool Interconnect.[35] This attempts
to obtain sufficient power saving and high arithmetic logic
operation performance by conducting efficient parallel
processing using composite instructions, by reducing the
clock frequency down to several 10 MHz and connecting the
multiple diverse arithmetic logic processors through the Cool
Interconnect.

In 2008, the Supporting Grant for Small and Medium
Enter prise from the Ministr y of Economy, Trade and
Industry was used to conduct the conceptual construction
of the whole architecture including the IC stacking interface
standard of Cool Interconnect, as the heterogeneous multicore architecture for 3D IC chip stacking. Several patents
were filed, and specific fundamental technology development
was done for the stacking interface. For establishing the
stacking interface, the IC device prototyping that required
lots of resources was avoided, and the first priority was given
to the construction of the communication protocol and testing
technology for stacking interface where our developed
technologies could be applied to file patents.[34] Figure 12
shows the concept of the Cool Interconnect. This is a wide
COOL Interconnect:
Wide-bus stacking interconnect
TSV(10 µmΦ, 50 µmD)

Inter-stack interface circuit
Realization
of diverse
multiple IC
chip stacking
system by
scalable
stacking

We designed and prototyped the evaluation TEG consisting
of a super-parallel bus interface circuit matching the
3D IC stacking, assuming the 1,600 TSVs and microbump interconnections based on the stacking interface
standard Cool Interconnect. Then we evaluated the signal
transmission property of 0.588 Gbps/1mW at low power
consumption among the stacked devices connected faceto-face by micro-bumps. The stacking interface circuit was
designed using the buffer and receiver circuits based on the

Micro-bump
50 µm
Silicon interposer
Package substrate

Fig. 12 Conceptual diagram of the Cool Interconnect
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standard cells provided by CMOS device foundry, and high
signal transmission capacity was realized by super-parallel
interconnects without any special differential transmission
circuits. For the formation of micro and low-capacitance
TSV, in which the parasitic capacitance that affects the
signal transmission property has been reduced, was designed
and prototyped, and a low-capacitance property at 0.25 pF/
TSV (2 pF even at eight stacks) was investigated for TSVs
with a diameter of 10 μm and a depth of 50 μm by electrical
evaluation. Unfortunately, the signal transmission property
after stacking including the TSV could not be evaluated
during the project period due to lack of research budget.
Figure 14 shows a photograph of the IC device for the Cool
Interconnect functional evaluation test to investigate the
signal transmission operation of the super-parallel bus
interface circuit based on the Cool Interconnect specification.
The TSVs and bumps for stacking interconnects were formed
in the 2.16 mm square area in the center. The TSVs and
bumps for GND and power sources: Vdd (2.5 V) and Vio (3.3
V) were formed around the four sides. The prototyping of the
test IC device was done using the shuttle service of a 0.25 μm
node CMOS foundry. Figure 15 shows the microphotograph
observing the cross-sectional structure after face-to-face
Wide-bus stacking interface circuit block
Occupied area: 2.16 mm square

stacking by thermo- compression method using the test IC
device on which the cone-shaped bumps (no TSV) were
formed. Figure 16 shows the test IC device after stacking
placed on the evaluation board. Figure 17 is the result of the
evaluation experiment for the super-parallel bus interface
transmission function incorporated in the device. It shows
the power consumption in the interface circuits when the
clock frequency was varied in the range of 2-50 MHz. Large
signal transmission performance of 51.2 Gbps (1024 bit • 50
MHz) was demonstrated under a low power consumption
condition of 87 mW.[36][37] For the interface circuit composed
of a 0.25 μm node CMOS device that operates at power
voltage of 2.5 V, large capacity transmission was achieved at
sufficiently low power consumption. Further power saving
can be expected by using a finer node CMOS device.
Based on the electrothermal IC design f low explained in
Fig. 10, Fig. 18 shows the thermal analysis result of the
temperature increase profile for the central part in the single
Si chip placed on the ideal heat sink for the super-parallel
bus interface communication interface circuit at 500 MHz
operation (high clock frequency was set to emphasize heat
generation).[19] The heat dissipation by heat sink is effective
and the temperature increase is small. In the practical
simulation analysis comparing the actual temperature
measurement, the investigation for the thermal properties for
the heat dissipation path will become important.
For the operability verification experiment after stacking
using evaluation TEG including TSV, the protot y pe
verification could not be done due to lack of development
resources and development period, and the verification
Silicon substrate Bump

Top chip … Au/Ti/Al pad
Bump pitch : 50 µm

Wire bonding pads for
external connection

Fig. 15 Cross sectional microphotograph of bump connection
structures after stacking by thermo-compression method

Evaluation circuit board

Test IC devices stacked face-to-face

Clock signal input connector

Fig. 16 Test IC device mounted on the evaluation circuit board after stacking
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height:
7 µm

Silicon substrate
Bottom chip … Cone-shaped Au bump, Au/Ti/Al pad

Power, GND: 400 Al pad

Fig. 14 Test IC device for Cool Interconnect
evaluation

Bump
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using more practical prototypes in the future R&D project is
awaited.

Table 1. History of the verification R&D
Development history

5 Future prospect for the research results
The practical development of the 3D IC chip technology
entered a new phase with the start of the NEDO project
with its research base at AIST. Specifically, the NEDO
Smart Device R&D Project [38] including the 3D various
IC stacking technology that aims for real-time high-speed
image processing by stacking the sensor device and signal
processing device started in FY 2013, and the R&D is
currently in progress. This R&D project includes the research
plan for designing and prototyping the practical level CMOSIC device at wafer level, with the participation of a design
team of the manufacturer of the application system. At the
same time, by the end of the project, we aim to become an
open R&D center for 3D IC chip stacking prototyping in
Japan by organizing the prototype production process line in
AIST, where the 3D IC chip stacking process can be done at
wafer level through the participation of the manufacturing

2007

Consideration about combination of heterogeneous
multi-core architecture and 3D IC chip stacking

2008

Basic research for stacked interface standard
(Support Grant for Small and Medium
Enterprise, METI)

2009-12

Veriﬁcation research for stacked interface
circuit (Innovative Energy Saving Project, NEDO)

2013-18

Currently engaging in practical development of
3D IC chip stacking technology (Next-Generation
Smart Device Development Project, NEDO)

device companies. The stacking process will be conducted at
chip level for now, but the stacking process at wafer level will
be studied concurrently with problem abstraction.
Lastly, the history of the verification R&D is summarized in
Table 1.
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Fig. 17 Dependency of the power consumption on clock
frequency in the parallel bus interface circuit
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Fig. 18 Result of the simulation analysis for temperature profile in stacked interface circuits during 500
MHz operation
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6 Future issues
It is necessary to pour enormous amount of human and
research resources to construct the R&D environment for
design, prototyping, and evaluation for a practical system
that is the final outcome of this research. In order to integrate
the fundamental technologies for which the R&D has been
conducted and to advance further, we must spend effort to
obtain considerable scale of research resources.
Various next-generation low power consumption device
technologies are being developed. By combining such
technologies and the 3D IC chip stacking technology, an
innovative high-performance low power consumption system
can be expected. Therefore, it is necessary to accelerate the
development of innovative and high-performance circuit
and system technologies that maximize the merit of 3D
IC chip stacking, through cooperation of researchers and
engineers in electronic circuit and system technology fields,
and by utilizing the environment for design, prototyping, and
evaluation of the 3D IC chip stacking system that matches the
practical system. In the near future, we hope that the 3D IC
chip stacking prototyping facility that will be constructed at
AIST will be utilized effectively as the open innovation hub
of industry-academia-government collaboration.

Term 5.

Term 6.

Term 7.

Term 8.

Terminologies
Term 1. Sy s t e m i n p a ck a ge (SI P): T h e m e t h o d fo r
integrating multiple integrated circuit (IC) chips
possessing functional operation into one package;
by this method, we can build an IC system. In
many configurations, various control circuit chips
and memory chips are stacked around the central
microprocessor chip on the package substrate.
Term 2. System on chip (SOC): The method for integrating
multiple circuit blocks possessing functional
operation onto one IC chip; by this method, we can
build an IC system. In many chip configurations,
various control circuits and memory circuits are
integrated around the microprocessor core. Since
ordinary IC chips are supplied according to each
function, it is necessary to realize packaging and
interconnecting for multiple chips on a package
circuit substrate. However, in SOC, the system
functions that are divided over several chips can be
integrated in a single chip and supplied as a single
chip.
Term 3. Through-silicon-via (TSV): The electrode that
penetrates the substrate of a silicon IC chip in
a vertical direction. It is used in the 3D IC chip
stacking technology where multiple IC chips are
stacked and integrated at high density.
Term 4. Central processing unit (CPU): The integrated
circuit that functions as the major information
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processing device in a computer. It can execute
various arithmetic logic processing, information
processing, device control, etc. according to the
program.
Intellectual property (core) [IP (core)]: Partial
circuit information to configure a part of an IC
device, particularly the one bundled as a functional
block. It may be simply called IP.
Silicon photonics: The technology where fine
optical waveguide structures are created on a
silicon substrate that is widely used as an IC
device, and the devices with various functions are
integrated onto one small chip. Since this enables
the integration combining IC devices and optical
devices, it is gaining attention as a technology that
may enable super-downsizing and power saving of
the electronic system.
Minimal fab: The in novative semiconductor
manufacturing system proposed by AIST using
a 0.5-inch wafer as the manufacturing substrate
unit. The three features are as follow: (1) 0.5-inch
diameter wafer, (2) manufacturing equipment size
of 30-cm width, and (3) no clean room through a
localized clean production system.
Test element g roup (T EG): T he IC ch ip for
e v a l u a t io n t h a t i s s p e c i a l l y d e s ig n e d a n d
manufactured to extract various design parameters,
prior to the design and manufacture of the actual
integrated circuit.
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Discussions with Reviewers
1 Positioning of this paper
Comment (Naoto Kobayashi, Center for Research Strategy, Waseda
University)

This paper describes the scenario for the development of
3D IC chip stacking technology, explains the fundamental
technologies to realize the goals of the scenario, as well as
discusses the integrated design technology and the results. I
think the paper is appropriate for Synthesiology. However, the
most important research goal, its characteristic, and the details
of the intermediate integrating technology that combines the
fundamental technologies are still unclear. Therefore, I think you
should elaborate on those points, and add some descriptions and
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diagrams that overview the whole research.

3 Comparison with competing technologies

Answer (Masahiro Aoyagi)

Question & comment (Seigo Kanemaru)

I think we have not reached the research phase where we
can clearly describe the “intermediate integrating technology
that combines the fundamental technologies.” If we are given an
opportunity to write a follow-up report, we will be delighted to
take on the interdisciplinary challenge of presenting the example
of research method for combining the different technical fields.

Please describe in understandable terms, the advantages and
disadvantages of the SOC, SIP and 3D stacking technologies
that you show in Fig. 1, from the viewpoints of constructing a
competitive electronic system. If you can clarify the reasons
for the high expectations for the 3D stacking technology that is
technologically difficult, I think the readers can more readily
understand the value of this paper.

Comment (Seigo Kanemaru, AIST)

This paper reports the R&D results at AIST on the 3D
stacking technology that is a new method to increase the
integration level of the integrated circuit. Although the 3D
stacking technology has existed as an idea before, it did not
become a main topic of R&D due to the technological difficulty of
achieving three dimensional integration, and the integration level
of IC was improved through the size reduction of the transistors.
Currently, as we recognize the limitation of size reduction, the
3D stacking technology is coming into light again. However, this
technology has many issues, and the fundamental technologies
must be developed to solve them. I think AIST has taken the
strategy to utilize the limited research resource efficiently to work
around these issues. I believe if you clearly discuss your efforts
from these perspectives in this paper, it will be useful information
for those engaging in other research issues where the integration
of fundamental technologies is involved.

Answer (Masahiro Aoyagi)

Considering the performance, power consumption, size,
design cost, manufacturing cost, and others as the indices of
increased performance, the 3D stacking technology can be
achieved in various combinations (depending on priority given
to performance, cost, etc.), and I think it is difficult to compare
simple advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, we describe
the representative example giving priority to power consumption.
4 Specific fields of application for the 3D stacking
technology
Question & comment (Naoto Kobayashi)

2 Goals

Large investment is necessary for the development of generalpurpose semiconductor technology, and the technology faces
severe competition and the pace of change is fast. You write
(in Chapter 2) that the SOC technology is facing difficulties in
business for such reasons. If the 3D stacking technology is useful,
such high-end technology will be put to practical use in the near
future, and similar business issues may arise. On the other hand,
I think the functional semiconductor devices that combine sensor,
actuator, and others require very special technology, and the TSV
is already used in some parts. What is the final form (specific
field of application) of the 3D stacking semiconductor that you are
aiming for in this research?

Comment (Naoto Kobayashi)

Answer (Masahiro Aoyagi)

I can see that you are aiming for systematic development of
the 3D IC chip stacking technology in this paper. However, I hope
you state what and how much you aspire to realize as practical
technology unseen anywhere else, and how the companies can
use such new technology. Particularly, you write in Chapter 6,
“the final outcome is to provide an R&D environment for design,
prototyping, and evaluation that matches the practical system,”
but if you are setting that as your final goal, I think you should
describe what is the realistic output you set as your goal of this
research. I think you should state this at the end of Chapter 2,
but in that case, I think you should make the title of Chapter 2,
for example, “Advancement of the electronic hardware system
integration technology by 3D IC chip stacking and the aim of this
research.”

I added the description in Chapter 5 on the final form (specific
field of application) of the 3D stacking semiconductor that we are
aiming for in this research.

Answer (Masahiro Aoyagi)

Answer (Masahiro Aoyagi)

About your indication, “I think you should describe what is
the realistic output you set as your goal of this research,” I added
some descriptions to the end of Chapter 2.

For a cost estimate, an accurate one is difficult within the
range of information that can be disclosed. I added some general
description, and added some source material from a technological
survey company in the reference section.

Answer (Masahiro Aoyagi)

I added the descriptions of the specific strategic efforts for
effectively utilizing the limited research resource to tackle the
issues of 3D stacking technology, and the priority of issues and
the obtainment of research resources, in an understandable,
chronological order.

5 Cost reduction by the 3D stacking technology
Question & comment (Naoto Kobayashi)

The 3D stacking technology is gaining attention around the
world, and is already incorporated in stacking SOC and DRAM,
but I hear that, in reality, the cost is one of the bottlenecks. In
the text (Chapter 2), you write that the cost of development and
manufacturing can be reduced greatly by 3D IC chip stacking
technology compared to SOC. Please tell us if you have any
specif ic cost estimates or projections for the 3D stacking
technology as an advanced SIP technology.
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